Why Arborite

Established in Canada in 1948, Arborite has brought decorative high-pressure laminate to the design community with inspired contemporary surfacing solutions. An industry pioneer, Arborite has grown to become one of the world’s most innovative HPL manufacturers, offering a range of premium textures and over 200 innovative colors and patterns. In addition, Arborite is recognized for its superior customer service and reliability.

The Environment

Our name “Arborite” means two things: “made from trees” and “keeper of trees”. Our material was invented in an effort to conserve the natural environment. To this day, we are seeking all possible options to continue that mission. Our FSC Certified products testify to our commitment to environmentally appropriate, socially beneficial and economically viable management of our precious forests. All Arborite laminates are GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified.

Why Laminate

With a large variety of on-trend colors and patterns, laminate not only offers design flexibility, it has a lower price point and a lower environmental footprint than many of the woods and stones it can replace. It is durable, heat and stain resistant, easy to clean and naturally resists mold and bacteria. Eco-friendly, budget friendly and low maintenance, laminate has a materiality like no other.

Made in Montréal

Montréal, Québec, is the first North American and only Canadian city to be designated a UNESCO City of Design. As one of the oldest cities in Canada, and one with a distinct French-speaking culture, Arborite’s philosophy and European influences reflect the blend of tradition and modernity that is characteristic of our city, with a strong focus on innovation, design and quality.
Decluttering our lives allows us to find balance in our increasingly fragmented life with its frequent interruptions of texts, emails, phone calls and social media alerts. Timeless and minimalist aesthetics encourage reflection and minimize distraction. Typical of mid-century and Scandinavian design, these spaces feature greys and neutrals, while natural wood tones paired with retro pops of color or abstract patterns create simple and harmonious spaces.

Simplicity & Authenticity
**Industrial Elegance**

This look comes directly from the reclaimed, resalvaged glam trend, mixing vintage and salvaged items with no-nonsense authentic style. Combining modern farmhouse style with an urban warehouse aesthetic, industrial spaces provide context for the application of raw and refined materials. With chunky textures, concrete, oxidized metals and repurposed wood juxtaposed with clean white and neutrals, this look is elevated and mature but maintains its youthful, edgy urban vibe.
Mixed Metals

Luxurious, but warm and accessible, we are seeing mixed metals everywhere. From fashion and jewelry, to functional lighting and furniture, this trend spans across all industries. A pendulum swing from the austere stainless steel finishes of the recent uber-modern trend, warm and multi-toned metals speak to a growing appreciation of down-to-earth and attainable luxury.
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Health & Wellness

A heightened awareness of ourselves and our relationship to our environment has driven a new trend in recent years. The wellness movement features a more holistic view of our health, incorporating physical, mental and emotional connections and embracing mindfulness. The use of natural tones, patterns and joyful pops of color in the spaces around us have a strong impact on our mood and wellness.
Just In

Arborite’s aim is to curate relevant, versatile and beautiful laminate collections for all industry needs, whether healthcare, retail, or hospitality applications. With an eye to the design community, we are always introducing new colors, materials and patterns that complete Arborite’s well-rounded selection.

Our newest collection features neutral and playful solids, adaptable and thoughtful patterns, unique and modern woods, and new sophisticated metallic looks that complement and enhance our existing collection. We are also introducing an innovative new texture for the Glamour Oak and Urban Walnut collections: Legno is a two toned finish with both matte and gloss features which resemble a wood veneer finish.

SOLIDS
Looking at color trends, we combined warm, classic neutrals with rich, retro solids. These are excellent options for integrating bright pops of color or modern color blocking.

CHAMBRAY
Named for a distinctive weave of linen that produces a muted appearance, Chambray’s organic and fibrous look offers neutral tones that blend beautifully with woodgrains.

MARQUETRY
Inspired by reclaimed materials, this pattern is built of the moment and timeless. Marquetry brings warmth and craftsmanship to any application.

TEXTURA
Clean and modern, this small-scaled pattern is reminiscent of technical or performance textiles. With a sophisticated, pearlized effect, Textura exhibits a dimensional quality.

CHARMWOOD
This friendly wood pattern is loosely based on oak grain. With a tight dimension and clean, contrasting color palette, this wood works with many modern applications.

VALENKIS
Valenki are traditional Russian boots made entirely out of felt. Warm, cozy and found in a variety of products, felt, like this pattern, is versatile and complements many materials and uses.

GHOSTWOOD
This figured pattern is weathered and soft. With simple, muted tones, and an undertone of technical appearance, Ghostwood is at once cool and down to earth, with the ability to both blend in and stand out.

Please request an actual chip for color or pattern verification at arbortica.com or 1.800.361.8712.
Just Wood

With a combination of realistic and wood-inspired designs these curated, organic patterns provide the opportunity to use rare and endangered wood sustainably, or to choose from classic, traditional wood patterns for use in a wide variety of applications. Our woodgrains are also available with wood-type textures to enhance their realism.

Just Solids

Featuring classic and timeless colors, adaptable neutrals and greys, and dynamic brights, our solids collection incorporates simple basics with stand-out colors. This collection provides a versatile base to choose from, whether pairing with existing colors, patterns or woods, or designing a unique color story for any project. Solids are available in standard matte finishes, or can be enhanced with a premium texture.
Our patterns incorporate a unique and expansive selection of abstract designs. With geometric shapes, textile/organic motifs, metallic and concrete inspired looks, neutral and bold patterns, and engineered stones, these collections provide endless inspiration when starting your next project. Flexible and versatile, these options also seamlessly complement other materials within an existing environment. Patterns are available in many standard finishes or can be enhanced with other available textures.
Arborite Ink

Arborite Ink is a design collaboration focused on applying contemporary design to high pressure laminates. Working with leading artists and designers, our aim is to produce an ongoing collection of innovative products for today’s most creative professionals.

Arborite has you covered with specialty products that have been engineered to provide solutions to specific needs in many different industries and applications.

Textures

Our unique textures, from organic woodgrain to luxurious stone, complement Arborite’s rich designs with luscious sheens, delicate beading, or subtle embossments.

Please request an actual chip for color or pattern verification at arborite.com or 1-800-361-8712

Specialty Collection

Arborite has you covered with specialty products that have been engineered to provide solutions to specific needs in many different industries and applications.

Specialty Products

- Compact Grade: Self-supporting panels providing significant impact resistance.
- ArboChem: Formulated to resist a variety of chemicals.
- Fire Rated: Fire-retardant laminates for applications where building codes require fire retardant qualities.
- High Wear: High pressure solid composite designed for heavy use areas.

COLOREDGE

Solid color throughout and the performance characteristics of standard laminate.

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

- Compact Grade
- Fire Rated
- High Wear

Please see our website, www.arborite.com, for specialty product selections, descriptions and technical guides.

Textures

Our unique textures, from organic woodgrain to luxurious stone, complement Arborite’s rich designs with luscious sheens, delicate beading, or subtle embossments.
Our FSC Certified products testify to our commitment to environmentally appropriate, socially beneficial and economically viable management of this precious resource.

Follow us, like us, get updates, stay connected: @ArboriteHPL

For samples:
T 800.361.8712

Arborite
385 Lafleur,
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